AsyncOS for Web 9.1.1 Hot Patch 1
Build 9.1.1-507

Published: August 11, 2016

Upgrade Paths
You can upgrade to 9.1.1-507 from these builds:

• coeus-9-0-1-162  • coeus-9-1-1-073  • coeus-9-1-1-074

Fixed in Hot Patch 1

• Proxy cores when fopen fails during reload. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCva67966]
• WSA Sends 504 Response When TCP RST Is Received From Web Server. This is alleviated using the CLI command described for CSCva66892 (following bullet point). [Defect ID: CSCus52340]
• CLI command to enable TCP RST forward from Server to Client. The path to this new CLI option is advancedproxyconfig > miscellaneous > Do you want to forward TCP RST sent by server to client? [Defect ID: CSCva66892]
• Configuring networking breaks CARP settings. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCuz65133]
• Application fault on Login action with external authentication. This is fixed. [Defect ID: CSCva02084]